
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The development of information technology (IT) has influenced many business processes in

the industry. IT has been considered as an enabler of business process, so many small and medium

enterprises (SMEs) and big enterprises utilize the IT to improve their profit.  (R. Kelly, Efraim, &

Richard E., 2007) cited (Fitzgerald, 2005) that Commerce Bank, one of many kinds Bank in New

Delhi  has increased profit  42% after  used IT.  As well  as The Emerson Electric,  Inc.  saved 30

million dollars by utilizing the Net (IT) (Roberti, 2001).

In Indonesia,  IT has been educating the society. They utilize it for maximizing their daily

life. The people in Indonesia is increasingly interested in IT services and use IT not just for reading,

surfing on internet,  and playing the online game, that Lucky Gani said– Business Group Head

Windows  Division  Microsoft  Indonesia  (Arini,  2014b).  Satoshi  Mizobata,  the  director  of

Thoughbook Asia Pacific Group – Panasonic System Communication states the IT will be a part of

daily operation and has significant role in the success of business in 2014 (Arini, 2014c). In other

case, Ericsson Consumer Lab identified on the research in the 15 big cities on the world which

followed by more than 100 thousand respondents predicted in the 2014 there will be more new

applications that will lead to the change of the people's behavior (Arini, 2014a). It shows that the

use of IT has been a part of people's daily life. 

As well as the concerning issues above, the culinary business in Indonesia showed a positive

growth.  Based  on   Ministry  of  Tourism  and  Culture,  Republic  of  Indonesia,  the  business  of

restaurant  has  increased  about  7,89% by year  2009-2011  (BPS,  2014).  However,  a  number  of

restaurants is still administrate the service manually, such as administrating the orders, payments

and queues. It should be computerized that automatically covers all services, so it can streamline the

operational processes and simplify the consumers to order some foods and making payments. In

addition, the restaurant provides the public daily needs, such as foods, beverages and others. So, it

is predicted that the utilization of IT in this field has many benefits for all parties. 

One  of  the  rapidly  growing  technology  is  web  based  system.  Web  based  system  is

increasingly familiar by people. Web based system is originally designed for personal computer

(PC), but it can be extended for the mobile environment. It needs an adaptive environment for the

best experience for smartphone (mobile/tablet  PC) user.  One of the most powerful extension is

JQuery Mobile. 



JQuery Mobile is derived from the JQuery web application module as a plug-in. JQuery

Mobile is developed to optimize for the touchscreen interface. JQuery is able to adapt on the mobile

interface and gives good appearance for all types of screen that supported by the operating system.

Hence, the author intends to develop a web based electronic restaurant (e-Resto) by using Jquery

Mobile. 

1.2 Problems Identification

Based on the issue above, can be defined that the problem is how to develop an electronic

restaurant using JQuery M obile.

1.3 Research Objectives

The objective of this research is resulting an electronic restaurant using Jquery Mobile. 

1.4 Limitations

1. Application is based on web

2. Extension used : JQuery Mobile

1.5 Methodology

a. Literature Review

This part collects data about restaurant, information system, JQuery Mobile, and MySQL to develop

an application e-resto.

b. Requirements Analysis

This research has three actors who interact within the system. This part explains how the system

runs.

1. Customers make order the available menu and choose how they pay the bill by opening the

application on  mobile.

2. System accepts the order and send a message to the chef to make menu that are ordered by

customer. System also can update status payment of the bill by subtract the customer balance or pay

cash in the cashier.

3. Admin as a controller of all activity in the system. Admin can create, delete, edit, or just read the

data and save it.



c. Design

This section consist of application, interface, and database system design. The design of application

is approached by unified modeling language (UML). The design of interface is develop by PHP.

And MySQL is used to design the database system.

d. Implementation

This section describes the implementation of e-resto. E-Resto is developed by using JQuery Mobile

as an extension of web application. System is best viewed on mobile environment.

e. Testing

Testing is conducted by black-box testing (testing the functionality of system) and white-box testing

(testing business structural of system / if needed)

1.6 Structure of Content

Chapter I : Introduction

Chapter I explains about background, problem identification, research objectives,  

limitations of this research, and methodology.

Chapter II : Literature Review

Chapter II explains about theory foundation of restaurant, information system,         

e-business , and JQuery Mobile.

Chapter III : System Analysis and Design

Chapter III explains about system analysis and the design of system.

Chapter IV : System Implementation and Testing

Chapter IV explains about the implementation and testing of system.

Chapter V : Conclusion 

Chapter V explains the conclusion of the research.


